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J. Introduction

1. This argument is filed on behalf of The City of Yellowknife (“YK”) and the Town of Hay
River (“HR”) (collectively “YK-HR”) in this proceeding dealing with the Northwest
Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) 2016-19 Phase I General Rate Application (the
Application).

2. YK-HR have reviewed the NTPC Phase I application, filed information requests (“IRs”),
reviewed NTPC’s responses to the IRs filed by YK-HR and others, including the
Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board (the “Board”), and has filed evidence prepared
by Mr. Russ Bell, and Mr. Bell’s information responses to IRs filed on that evidence. YK
HR took part in the oral hearing, and conducted examination of the witness panel for
NTPC.

II. Public Input

3. During each day of the hearing, the PUB gave the general public the opportunity to
participate in the proceedings and provide presentations. The purpose of this was to bring
to PUB’s attention any areas of public concern respecting utility rates and service.

4. The overall message conveyed by the public during these public presentations was that the
proposed increases are too high because people are already facing significant financial
burdens. Many of the people who testified commented that they already cannot afford
current rates and increasing rates will only cause more people to move out of the region.

5. For example:

a. One member of the public described herself as living quite comfortably in
Yellowknife in a two-income household. Despite her income level, she advised that
her power bills are already placing a financial burden on her family and she is
concerned for those who do not have the ability to afford any further rate increases)
She also commented that rate increases are causing people to leave Yellowknife
because they cannot afford to live there.

b. Another presentation was made by a gentleman who owns his home on Magrum
[Crescent] as well as a business in downtown Yellowknife.2 The gentleman advised
that each year he pays $48,000 in electricity bills for his home and business which is

‘Transcripts, Volume 1, Phase 1, page 100, line II to page 101 line 12
2 Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase I, page 581 lines 18-23
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the salary of one full time employee.3 On months where he is short, he chooses not to
pay his personal mortgage because “when you skip a mortgage payment, the phone
doesn’t ring as much as if you miss a bill payment.”4 He emphasized that approving
the requested increases would only create more of a hardship for him.

c. One member of the public advised that next to his mortgage. his electricity bills are
his second highest monthly expense.5

d. Many comments were made by members of the public that even though consumers
are taking steps to conserve power, rates keep going up.6 For example, people are
hanging their laundry to dry, unplugging items when not in use and constantly
scolding their kids to keep the power off when possible. Despite these efforts,
electricity bills are still significant.7

e. One member of the public focused on the need for investment in the north in order to
keep the region moving fonvard. During her presentation, she commented that
attracting investors will not be easy when the cost of electricity is causing consumers
to be unable to run their businesses and miss mortgage payments.8

f. More than one member of the public mentioned that the high cost of electricity bills
is causing parents to have to choose between paying their bills and allowing their kids
to play sports.9

6. These sentiments were echoed in the written submission provided by the NWT Association
of Communities (the “NWTAC”).’° The NWTAC emphasized that NWT communities are
already burdened by the highest electrical rates in the country, and approving the proposed
increases will only place additional financial burden on consumers already challenged by
high prices.’1 Further, if the requested amounts of 4.8%, 4.0% and 4.0% in this application
are approved, the NWTAC points out that this will result in an increase of over 41% in
only 7 years)2

Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase 1, page 582 lines 4-13
Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase 1, page 582, lines 18-22
Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase I, page 611, lines 2-6

6 Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase 1, pages 583-584
‘Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase I, pages 591, lines 7-22

Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase 1, page 587
Transcripts, Volume 3, (Revised) Phase 1, page 617, lines 8-13; Transcripts, Volume 2, Phase II, page 140

° Submission from the NWT Association of Communities, July 12, 2017
Ibid, Page I

I,
- Page 2
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7. Given the consistent nature of the comments provided by the public during the hearing, it is
evident that many people are already finding electricity bills difficult to afford. Further,
there was a common theme to many of the public comments to the effect that more
increases will likely force people to leave the region, or even default on their mortgages.

8. YK-1-IR acknowledge that the Board is cognizant of its duty to approve only such rate
increases that it is satisfied the utility has met the onus of demonstrating are necessary to
maintain safe and reliable service. Given the financial burdens faced by people living in
the north, it is extremely important for the PUB to assess the application and the request for
rate increases with a critical eye. Only increases that the Board is satisfied are absolutely
necessary should be approved.

III. Operation and Maintenance Expenses Are Over-Forecast for the Wholesale Rate Class

9. As explained in Mr. Bell’s evidence, test period forecast Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) costs for Hydro Generation, Transmission, General Expense Functions,
Administration Functions, and Common Costs are significantly over-forecast.’3

10. Further, as these cost categories disproportionately impact the Wholesale rate class, this
bias artificially allocates costs to Wholesale ratepayers.’4

II. In rebuttal evidence, NTPC responds that 2015/16 actual O&M variance for all expenses
was 1.69% lower than forecast and that Mr. Bell has selectively analyzed functional cost
categories for which actual costs were significantly lower than forecast costs.’5 This is
precisely Mr. Bell’s point. Expenses overall were lower than forecast by 1.69%, while the
expenses specifically related to the Wholesale class were over-forecast by over 10%)6 This
selective over-forecasting leads to the natural conclusion that Wholesale ratepayers are
subsiding ratepayers in other classes.

12. Upon cross-examination, NTPC suggested that while Mr. Bell did not include thermal
generation costs in his calculation of over-forecasting costs affecting the wholesale class,
the wholesale class was not immune to thermal generation costs.’7 With respect to the
Snare system, NTPC suggested that thermal contribution was not insignificant.’8

‘ Phase I Evidence of Russ Bell, A9
‘ Phase I Evidence of Russ Bell, A9

Phase I IR NTPC.YK/I-IR-2(a)
16 Phase I Evidence of Russ Bell, A13
‘ Revised Transcripts, Volume I, Phase 1, page 40, lines 5-9
‘ Revised Transcripts, Volume I, Phase 1, page 40, line 24; page 41, lines 1-3
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13. However, YK-HR suggests that the Snare’s 5 GWH of diesel generation’9 approximates
Snare’s line losses, accounting for about 2.8% of generation.2° This is an insignificant
contribution.

14. Of fundamental importance, NTPC has not met its onus of providing reasonable evidence
upon which the Board can conclude that despite historic trends to the contrary, the costs in
the categories of Hydro Generation, Transmission, General Expense Functions,
Administration Functions, and Common Costs will increase significantly over the test
years.

15. This is not a case where if the Board does not approve these costs at the forecast levels,
some other rate class or classes must bear them. Rather, it is a case where the costs are
simply not shown to be more likely than not to materialize at the forecasted levels.

16. YK-HR support and adopt Mr. Bell’s recommendation that O&M costs for Hydro
Generation, Transmission, General Expense Functions, Administration Functions, and
Common Costs should be reduced by 10% matching the variance of the 2015/2016 actual
results to forecast.2’ This would result in a 52.694 million reduction in 2016/17, a S2.754
million reduction in 2017/18 and a 52.798 million reduction in 2018/1 9•22

17. In the event that the Board does not adopt Mr. Bell’s primary recommendation as described
above, YK-1-IR urge the Board to consider his alternative recommendation, described in his
words below:

There is a pattern based on the actual costs of no cost increases for Hydro Generation,
Transmission, General Expense Functions, Administration Functions, and Common
Costs. Accordingly, as an alternative approach, the maximum forecast for the test period
should be the avem1e of the 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 costs, which would result in
reductions of S0.l36 million, S0.742 million and Sl.174 million in 2016/2017,
201 7/2018, and 20l820l9 respectively.23

IV. Wholesale Sales Forecast Exaggerates Snare’s Costs

18. In its application, NTPC inexplicably forecasted an increase in Snare Wholesale sales for
2017/18, despite an uninterrupted trend of decreasing sales in the four fiscal years
immediately preceding.24

‘ NTPC General Rate Application 2016/19, page 4-3
21) NTPC General Rate Application 2016/19, page 4-2
21 Phase I Evidence of Russ Bell, Al3
22 Ibid.
‘ Ibid.
23 Phase II Evidence of Russ Bell, A7
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19. NTPC’s sales forecast exaggerates Wholesale’s Bulk Power Demand Allocation Factors
and Bulk Power Energy Allocation Factors, and therefore inflates the costs for which
Wholesale is responsible.25

a. NTPC Has Not Met Its Onus to Evidence Forecasted Increase in Sales

20. NTPC’s methodology for forecasting Wholesale sales was provided not in the Application
but in the Phase I Information Request in BR.NTPC-7(c):

NTPC does not have distribution level information for sales in Yellowknife and Hay
River in order to be able to produce normalized sales forecast in Yellowknife and Hay
River. However. NTPC prepared its wholesale forecast by reviewing the sales trend over
recent years and expected economic development in Yellowknife and Hay River.26

2]. No detail was provided in either the Application or the above referenced information
response to reasonably explain why the forecast should fly in the face of the observed trend
in sales.27

22. At the hearing itself. NTPC for the first time mentioned a new hospital in Yellowknife,28
but nowhere on the record is there any detail regarding the forecast load for the new
hospital, when construction of the hospital will be completed, or what the load will be for
the old hospital, if any.

23. The onus to establish just and reasonable rates lies with the applicant utility. This is trite
law in several jurisdictions, including Alberta where the utilities commission of the same
recently said:

The Commission has previously clarified that the onus to demonstrate that requested
relief will result in just and reasonable rates lies with the applicant utility, and that the
Commission therefore expects that such an applicant will file “all relevant and necessary
material in order to discharge its onus.29

24. It is true that the Northwest Territories’ Public Utilities Act (“Act”)3° and associated
Regulation Rules of Practice and Procedure3’ do not explicitly burden an applicant utility
with an evidentiary onus, as is the case in several other jurisdictions, However, the Act
requires rates to be ‘just and reasonable,”32 implying a standard of proof to the extent that a
well-evidenced position is a reasonable position. “Professional judgment,” is the reason

25 Phase II Evidence of Russ Bell, AlO
Phase II Evidence of Russ Bell, A8

27 Supra note 9
28 Transcripts, Volume 2, Phase I, page 390 line 25 to page 392, line 3
29 ATCO Utilities, Re, 2015 CarswellAlta 245 at para 87.
° Public Utilities Act, RSNWT 1988, c24(Supp) (Act).
31 Rides of Practice and Procedure, R-047-96
32 Act at 49
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provided in NTPC’s rebuttal; YK- HR assert that this explanation for the anomalous Snare
Wholesale sales forecast is not sufficient.33

b. Desired Revenue Should Not Inform Expected Sales

25. NTPC also adopts a secondary, hypothetical line of reasoning for forecasting sales
increases. NTPC seeks to undercut the YKJHR position by asserting that the inflated sales
forecast has the effect of keeping rates low for Wholesale customers.34 In other words,
NTPC asserts that reduced sales in the Snare Zone, in the face of a stable revenue
requirement, would necessitate higher rates in the Snare Zone.35

26. As with the sales forecast itself, NTPC has provided no hard evidence to support the
suggestion that the costs allocated to Wholesale customers would remain unchanged. In
fact, this assertion is contrary to cost allocation methodology, through which the attribution
of common costs accords with sales. As stated by Mr. Bell, “[Tb the extent that forecast
sales in the Snare zone or Taltson zone are increased, common costs that are allocated
based on energy, in compliance with GNWT guidelines, will be shifted to the hydro zones,
subsidizing customers in other zones.”36

27. NTPC agrees, in its rebuttal evidence, “that if the sales forecast were updated, the cost of
service study should be updated to reflect the change in sales.”37 Thus, NTPC’s claim that
the costs allocated to Wholesale would remain the same, is speculative at best.

28. Moreover, in asserting that an adoption of Mr. Bell’s recommendation would result in
higher rates, NTPC focussed on Snare’s Phase II revenue-to-cost-coverage ratio (“RCC”).38
NTPC’s assertion is that acknowledging decreased sales would reduce Snare’s RCC from
102% to 99%, which would put upward pressure on all rates in that zone.39 Again, this
assumes, without firm evidence, that Snare’s cost allocations would remain unchanged in
the event of more candid forecasting.

29. Further it ignores the fact that a 99% RCC is well within the range of reasonableness set
out in the GNWT Policy directions.4°

Phase I and Phase II NTPC Rebuttal Evidence A2
‘ Phase I and Phase II NTPC Rebuttal Evidence A3

Ibid
36 Phase 2 IR BR.YK/HR-l(b)
“Phase I and Phase II NTPC Rebuttal Evidence A3

Ibid
Ibid

40NTPC Phase II GRA Appendix B, pdf pages 127-128
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30. In the absence of better evidence, the extrapolation of historic sales trends proposed by Mr.
Bell should be adopted, and any impacted cost allocations adjusted accordingly.4’

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUMBITTED THIS day of AugusE. 2017.

çoc.
Counsel for the Cth’ of Yellowknife and the Town of Hay River

‘ Phase II Evidence of Russ Bell, A12
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